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Abstract
This paper describes the results obtained from the merg-
ing of two techniques that provide improvements to search
and retrieval using Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI): Essen-
tial Dimensions of LSI (EDLSI) and partial singular value
decomposition (PSVD) updating. EDLSI utilizes an imple-
mentation of LSI that requires the use of only a few dimen-
sions in the LSI space. The PSVD updating and folding-up
algorithms can be used to incrementally maintain the in-
tegrity of the LSI space as new content is added. In this
paper, we show that EDLSI works as expected with these
updating techniques, maintaining retrieval performance and
dramatically improving runtime performance.

Folding-in is another technique for incorporating docu-
ments into an LSI space; however, it does not deliberately
maintain the orthogonality of the document and term vec-
tors, and thus retrieval performance usually suffers. Inter-
estingly we find that combining EDLSI with folding-in re-
sults in retrieval performance that is very similar to that of
standard LSI but at a dramatically reduced cost.

1 Introduction

Since Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) was introduced
in 1998, many groups have studied its effectiveness
on a variety of collections and applications [8], [10],
[27], [11], [17], whereas other papers have studied
its effectiveness and efficiency [2], [3], [6], [13], [7].
Recently, Kontostathis has identified an effective way
to utilize LSI using only a few LSI dimensions [15],
and Mason (née Tougas) and Spiteri have proposed an
efficient approach for handling updating of the LSI space
[18], [25]. In this paper, we show that the combination of
Essential Dimensions of LSI (EDLSI) [15] with different
updating strategies, e.g., [19], [5], [28], [18], [25], is
efficient, effective, and consistently meets or exceeds LSI
in terms of retrieval performance.

We begin with a brief overview of LSI in Section
2, including methods for updating the semantic space
as documents are added. We provide an overview
of EDLSI in Section 3 and describe our approach for
testing the effectiveness of EDLSI in the context of
updating in Section 4. We present the results in Section
5, and offer our conclusions in Section 6.
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2 Overview of Latent Semantic Indexing

In this section we begin with a description of vector-
space retrieval, and then provide a brief overview of
LSI [8]. We also describe the updating methods used
in our study: recomputing the partial singular value
decomposition (PSVD), folding-in, PSVD updating,
percentage-based folding-up, and adaptive folding-up.

2.1 Vector-Space Retrieval In traditional vector-
space retrieval, a document is represented as a vector in
t-dimensional space, where t is the number of terms in
the lexicon being used. If there are d documents in the
collection, then the vectors representing the documents
can be represented by a matrix A ∈ ℜt×d, called the
term-document matrix. Entry ai,j of matrix A indicates
how important term i is to document j, where 1 ≤ i ≤ t

and 1 ≤ j ≤ d.
The entries in A can be binary numbers (1 if

the term appears in the document and 0 otherwise),
raw term frequencies (the number of times the term
appears in the document), or weighted term frequencies.
Weighting can be done using either local weighting,
global weighting, or a combination of both. Because
document sizes often vary, weights are also usually
normalized; otherwise, long documents are more likely
to be retrieved. See, e.g., [1], [21] for a comprehensive
discussion of local and global weighting techniques.
In our experiments we used the log-entropy weighting
scheme because it has been shown to work well with LSI
[9].

Common words, such as and, the, if, etc., are
considered to be stop-words [1] and are not included in
the term-document matrix. We used a standard English
stop list containing approximately 500 words. Words
that appear infrequently are often excluded to reduce
the size of the lexicon. We retain all terms that appear
in at least 2 documents.

Like the documents, queries are represented as t-
dimensional vectors, and local and global term weight-
ing is applied. Documents are retrieved by projecting
q into the row (document) space of the term-document
matrix, A:

w = qT A.

where w is a d-dimensional row vector, entry j of which



is a measure of how relevant document j is to query
q. In a traditional search-and-retrieval application,
documents are sorted based on their relevance score
(i.e., vector w) and returned to the user with the
highest-scoring document appearing first. The order
in which a document is retrieved is referred to as the
ranking of the documents with respect to the query.
The experiments in this paper run multiple queries
against a given dataset, so in general the query vectors
q1,q2, . . . ,qn are collected into a matrix Q ∈ ℜt×n and
their relevance scores are computed as

W = QT A,

where entry wi,j in W ∈ ℜn×d is a measure of how
relevant document j is to query i.

There are two immediate deficiencies of vector-
space retrieval. First, W might pick up documents
that are not relevant to the queries in Q but contain
some of the same words. Second, Q may overlook
documents that are relevant but that do not use the
exact words being queried. The PSVD that forms the
heart of classical LSI systems is used to capture term
relationship information in the term-document space.
Documents that contain relevant terms but perhaps not
exact matches ideally end up close to the queries in the
LSI space [8].

2.2 LSI and the PSVD The PSVD, also known
as the truncated SVD, is derived from the SVD. The
(reduced) SVD decomposes the term-document matrix
into the product of three matrices: U ∈ ℜt×r, Σ ∈ ℜr×r,
and V ∈ ℜd×r, where r is the rank of the matrix A.
The columns of U and V are orthonormal, and Σ is a
diagonal matrix, the diagonal entries of which are the
r (positive) non-zero singular values of A, customarily
arranged in non-increasing order. Thus A is factored as

A = UΣV T .

The PSVD produces an optimal rank-k (k < r)
approximation to A [12] by truncating Σ after the first
(and largest) k singular values. The corresponding
columns from k + 1 to r of U and V are also truncated,
leading to matrices Uk ∈ ℜt×k, Σk ∈ ℜk×k, and
Vk ∈ ℜd×k. A is then approximated by

A ≈ Ak = UkΣkV T
k .

In the context of LSI, there is evidence to show that
Ak provides a better model of the semantic structure of
the corpus than the original term-document matrix was
able to provide for some collections [8, 10, 11, 5, 4].

Choosing an optimal LSI dimension k for a given
collection remains elusive. Traditionally, the optimal

k has been chosen by running a set of queries with
known relevant document sets for multiple values of k.
The k that results in the best retrieval performance
is chosen as the optimal k for each collection. We
use this approach to determine the optimal k in our
experiments. Optimal k values in a traditional LSI
system are typically in the range of 100–300 dimensions
[10], [17]. The k values required by EDLSI are much
smaller (see Section 5).

2.3 Adding New Information to an LSI Space
The PSVD is useful in information retrieval and other
contexts, but its computation is expensive [28]. This
expense is offset by the fact that the LSI space for a
given set of documents can be used for many queries.
However, if terms or documents are added to the initial
dataset, then either the PSVD must be recomputed for
the new A or the new information must be incorporated
into the current PSVD. In LSI, the two traditional ways
of incorporating information into an existing PSVD are
folding-in [19], [5] and PSVD updating [28].

2.3.1 Folding-in Suppose D ∈ ℜt×p is a matrix
whose columns are the p new documents to be added. In
order to fold-in new document vectors, the documents
are first projected into the reduced k-dimensional LSI
space and then appended to the bottom of Vk. The
projection is

Dk = DT UkΣ−1
k ,

and Dk is then appended to the bottom of Vk, so the
augmented term-document matrix is now approximated
by

[ A, D ] ≈ Uk Σk [ V T
k , DT

k ].

Note that Uk and Σk are not modified when using
folding-in. A similar procedure can be applied to Uk

to fold-in terms [5]. Folding-in may be useful if only
a few documents are to be added to the dataset or
if word usage patterns do not vary significantly, as
may be the case in a restricted lexicon. However,
in general, each application of folding-in corrupts the
orthogonality of the columns of Uk or Vk, eventually
reducing the effectiveness of LSI [5], [19]. It is not
generally advisable to rely exclusively on folding-in
when the dataset changes frequently [23].

2.3.2 PSVD Updating Another alternative to re-
computing the PSVD is PSVD updating. PSVD up-
dating is faster than recomputing and more accurate
than folding-in for LSI [19], [5], [23], [28]. Updating
the PSVD gives the same result (to within rounding er-



rors) as recomputing the PSVD but with significantly
less computational expense.

In what follows, we describe the updating approach
by Zha and Simon, who have shown it to produce better
results for LSI than that of O’Brien [28], [19].

Let D ∈ ℜt×p be the matrix whose columns are the
p new documents to be added (as above). Define

Â =
[

Ak, D
]

.

The following method updates the PSVD of A to
give the PSVD of Â. Let D̂ ∈ ℜt×p be defined by

D̂ =
[

It − UkUT
k

]

D,

where It is the identity matrix of size t.
The matrix It − UkUT

k is an orthogonal projection
that maps the columns of D into the subspace that is
orthogonal to the space spanned by the columns of Uk.
Note that an orthogonal projection is a matrix P such
that P 2 = P and P = PT . Having formed the projec-
tion D̂, we now form the reduced QR decomposition of
D̂ such that

QDRD = D̂.

Recall that with such a decomposition, QD ∈ ℜt×p

has orthonormal columns and RD ∈ ℜp×p is upper
triangular. Then,

Â =
[

Uk, QD

]

[

Σk UT
k D

0pk RD

] [

V T
k 0kp

0pd Ip

]

,

where Ip is the identity matrix of size p and 0mn denotes
the zero matrix of size m × n.

Let Ã ∈ ℜ(k+p)×(k+p) be defined by

Ã =

[

Σk UT
k D

0pk RD

]

.

Furthermore, let Ã = Ũ Σ̃Ṽ T be the SVD of Ã, and
partition it to give

Ã =
[

Ũk, Ũp

]

[

Σ̃k 0kp

0pk Σ̃p

]

[

Ṽk, Ṽp

]T
,

where Ũk ∈ ℜ(k+p)×k, Ũp ∈ ℜ(k+p)×p, Σ̃k ∈ ℜk×k,

Σ̃p ∈ ℜp×p, Ṽk ∈ ℜ(k+p)×k, Ṽp ∈ ℜ(k+p)×p.
The rank-k PSVD of the updated term-document

matrix Â = [Ak, D] is

Âk =
(

[

Uk, QD

]

Ũk

)

Σ̃k

([

Vk 0dp

0pk Ip

]

Ṽk

)T

.

Note that only quantities from the rank-k PSVD of Ã

appear. A similar process can be followed for adding
terms.

2.3.3 Folding-up In 2007, Tougas and Spiteri intro-
duced the original folding-up algorithm and showed it
to be an attractive alternative to either folding-in or
PSVD updating alone [24].

Folding-up starts from the premise that new docu-
ments (or terms) to be added should first be folded-in,
and the original document vectors stored for later use.
After a certain amount of folding-in has been done, the
changes that have been made by the folding-in process
are discarded, and the PSVD is updated to represent the
current semantic space using a PSVD updating method,
such as that of Zha and Simon [28].

The goal of the folding-up method is to switch from
folding-in to PSVD updating before the accuracy of the
PSVD degrades significantly from the folding-in process.
After the PSVD update has been performed, the cycle
begins again; documents and/or terms are again folded-
in until it is deemed necessary to update the PSVD. In
folding-up, the PSVD updating process can be thought
of as a correction step, and it is important to decide at
what point this step becomes necessary in order to best
exploit both the computational efficiency of folding-in
and the computational accuracy of PSVD updating.

In [24], after the number of documents that have
been folded-in reaches a pre-selected percentage of the
current matrix, the vectors that have been appended
to Vk during folding-in are discarded. The PSVD is
then updated to reflect the addition of all the document
vectors that have been folded-in since the last update.
The process continues with folding-in until the next
update. The choice of the percentage used is empirically
based.

The results of a further study of measures to
determine when to update during the folding-up process
were reported in [18], which describes a process referred
to as adaptive folding-up. In the adaptive folding-
up method, a measure of the error in the PSVD
produced by folding-in is monitored to determine when
it is most advantageous to switch from folding-in to
PSVD updating. This eliminates the need to choose
the percentage of documents that may be folded-in
before a PSVD update occurs; instead it computes a
measure of the accumulated error, based on the loss
of orthogonality in the right singular vectors of the
PSVD produced by folding-in. The algorithm uses an
empirically determined error threshold, τ , to determine
whether or not a PSVD update is necessary. Before
each new group of documents is folded-in, the adaptive
folding-up method computes the error that would be
introduced by folding-in these documents. If adding
this error to the accumulated error causes it to exceed
τ , then PSVD updating is performed instead of folding-
in, and the changes from folding-in are again discarded.



The accumulated error is then reset to zero. The error
threshold τ = 0.01 was established through extensive
empirical testing on the Medlars (MED), Cranfield
(CRAN), and CISI datasets, which are freely available
on the SMART web site at Cornell University [22], and
we used this value in our experiments.

Folding-up incurs some additional overhead because
the document vectors that are being folded-in between
updates must be saved in their original form until the
PSVD updating occurs. The complexity of the process
is of the same order as PSVD updating, but the actual
computation time depends on the number of iterations
in which updating is replaced by folding-up. In [24] and
[18], Mason (née Tougas) and Spiteri demonstrate that
folding-up produces results that are not statistically dif-
ferent from those produced by recomputing the PSVD
but at a significantly reduced computational cost (as
measured by CPU time).

3 Essential Dimensions of LSI (EDLSI)

As the dimension of the LSI space k approaches the
rank r of the term-document matrix A, LSI approaches
vector-space retrieval. In particular, vector-space re-
trieval is equivalent to LSI when k = r. However,
vector-space retrieval outperforms LSI on some collec-
tions, even for relatively large values of k [16] and [14].

In [15], Kontostathis hypothesizes that optimized
traditional LSI systems capture the term relationship
information within the first few dimensions and then
continue to capture the traditional vector space retrieval
data as k approaches r. Her experiments show that im-
provements to both retrieval and runtime performance
can be obtained by combining the term relationship in-
formation captured in the first few SVD vectors with
vector-space retrieval, a technique referred to as Essen-
tial Dimensions of Latent Semantic Indexing (EDLSI).

Kontostathis demonstrated good performance on
a variety of collections by using only the first 10
dimensions of the SVD [15]. The model obtains final
document scores by computing a weighted average of
the traditional LSI score using a small value for k

and the vector-space retrieval score. The result vector
computation is

W = x(QT Ak) + (1 − x)(QT A),

where x is a weighting factor (0 ≤ x ≤ 1) and k is small.
In [15], parameter settings of k = 10 and x =

0.2 were shown to provide consistently good results
across a variety of large and small collections studied.
On average, EDLSI improved retrieval performance
an average of 12% over vector-space retrieval. All
collections showed significant improvements, ranging
from 8% to 19%. Significant improvements over LSI

were also noted in most cases. LSI outperformed EDLSI
for k = 10 and x = 0.2 on only two small datasets,
MED and CRAN. It is well known that LSI performs
particularly well on these datasets. Optimizing k and x

for these specific datasets restored the outperformance
of EDLSI.

Furthermore, computation of only a few singular
values and their associated singular vectors has a signif-
icantly reduced cost when compared to the usual 100–
300 dimensions required for traditional LSI. EDLSI also
requires minimal extra memory during query run time
when compared to vector-space retrieval and much less
memory than LSI [15].

4 Combining EDLSI with Updating

In this section, we apply five updating methods to an
EDLSI system to determine the optimal retrieval and
run-time approach for using LSI for search and retrieval
when documents are added to a collection. The datasets
used in our experiments are described in Section 4.1,
and the metrics used to measure performance are de-
scribed in Section 4.2. The experimental approach is
described in Section 4.3.

4.1 Datasets The first set of datasets we chose were
the small SMART datasets that have been often used
in LSI research. These corpora are well understood and
provide a sensible baseline. The list of datasets and
their basic properties appear in Table 1. LSI is known
to perform well with the first three of these datasets
(MED, CISI, CRAN). LSI is known to not perform well
on the fourth dataset, CACM. Standard queries and
relevance judgment sets exist for all of these corpora.

For our second set of experiments, we chose two sub-
sets of the TREC AQUAINT corpus [26]. These sub-
sets, subsequently referred to as HARD-1 and HARD-
2, contain 15,000 and 30,000 documents respectively.
They were created by randomly selecting documents
from the TREC AQUAINT track text collection with
no document duplication within the subsets. Further
details are also given in Table 1. The TREC HARD
queries (1-50) from TREC 2003 were used for testing.

For our experiments we used the log-entropy weight-
ing scheme, cosine normalization of the document vec-
tor, a standard English stop-list to prune frequently oc-
curring words, and the Porter stemmer algorithm to re-
duce words to their roots [20].

4.2 Metrics The standard metrics for evaluating the
effectiveness of an information retrieval algorithms are
precision and recall.

The precision, P , is defined as the number of
retrieved documents that are relevant divided by the



Table 1: Summary of collections tested.
Identifier Description Documents Terms Queries

MED Medical abstracts 1,033 5,735 30
CISI Information science abstracts 1,460 5,544 35

CRAN Cranfield collection 1,398 4,563 225
CACM Communications of the ACM 3,204 4,863 64

HARD-1 15,000 documents from TREC HARD 15,000 77,250 50
HARD-2 30,000 documents from TREC HARD 30,000 112,113 50

total number of documents that are retrieved [1]. This
is expressed as

P =
drr

dtr

,

where drr is the number of retrieved documents that
are relevant, and dtr is the total number of retrieved
documents.

The recall, R, is defined as the number of relevant
document retrieved divided by the total number of
relevant documents in the dataset [1]. This is expressed
as

R =
drr

dr

,

where dr is the total number of relevant documents.
When measuring recall during the updating process,

we only count documents that have been ‘seen’ by the
system. For example, even though MED has 1,033
documents, we may want to measure precision and
recall after only 700 have been processed. A relevant
document that has not yet been added to the LSI
space is not counted in the denominator of the recall
calculation.

We define the 11-point precision for each query set
as follows. We measure the precision for each of the
queries at 11 standard recall levels (0%, 10%, . . . ,
100%) and average the precision across recall levels.
Precision at a given recall level is obtained by retrieving
documents until the requested recall level is exceeded.
The Mean Average Precision (MAP) is computed by
averaging the 11-point precision across all test queries.

4.3 Methodology We partitioned each collection so
that we have an initial set of documents to form the
initial term-document matrix, with several batches of
documents to be added incrementally. The collections
were partitioned into an initial set containing 50% of the
total documents and then augmented with increments
containing 3% of the total documents (for a total of
17 updates). For each corpus and each method, we

determined the optimal k for LSI and the optimal k

and x for EDLSI. These values appear in Table 2.
The optimal parameters were determined as follows.

For EDLSI, we tested values of k from 5 to 50 for the
small collections and from 5 to 100 for HARD-1, both
in increments of 5. We tested values of x from 0.1 to 0.9
in increments of 0.1. The weighting x = 0 is equivalent
to vector space retrieval, and x = 1.0 is traditional
LSI. For LSI, we used values of k from 25 to 200 for
the small collections and from 25 to 500 for HARD-1,
both in increments of 25. Due to the large size of the
HARD-2 dataset, the optimal parameters for HARD-
2 were simply taken to be those of the HARD-1 run.
In all cases, if multiple runs resulted in the maximum
MAP value, the run with the lowest k and/or x value
was chosen as optimal.

Five different updating methods for dealing with
increasing collection size were tested on each dataset
for both LSI and EDLSI: recomputing the PSVD with
each document set update, folding-in, PSVD updating,
folding-up (percentage based), and adaptive folding-up.

5 Results

EDLSI with each of the five updating methods generally
matched or exceeded the retrieval performance, as mea-
sured by MAP, when compared to LSI. Furthermore,
EDLSI always exceeded the performance of LSI for a
given updating method in terms of run time and mem-
ory requirements.

5.1 Retrieval Performance Table 3 reports the re-
trieval results for EDLSI and LSI for each of the col-
lections and each of the updating methods. Negative
numbers in the percent improvement column indicate
that the retrieval performance of optimal LSI was bet-
ter than that of optimal EDLSI. The only collection on
which LSI outperforms EDLSI is MED, and this slight
edge is not present when the folding-in or recomput-
ing methods were used. On the CISI collection, EDLSI
slightly outperforms LSI for all updating methods ex-
cept folding-in, where there was no measurable differ-



Table 2: Empirically determined optimal k and x for all updating methods.
Method Optimal EDLSI Optimal EDLSI Optimal LSI

k value x value k value

MED
Recomputing the PSVD 50 0.3 75

Folding-In 20 0.1 125
PSVD Updating 25 0.2 125

Percentage-Based Folding-Up 20 0.2 125
Adapting Folding-Up 25 0.2 125

CISI
Recomputing the PSVD 25 0.1 50

Folding-In 5 0.1 75
PSVD Updating 25 0.1 50

Percentage-Based Folding-Up 35 0.1 50
Adaptive Folding-Up 25 0.1 50

CRAN
Recomputing the PSVD 5 0.1 175

Folding-In 5 0.1 100
PSVD Updating 5 0.1 175

Percentage-Based Folding-Up 5 0.1 200
Adaptive Folding-Up 5 0.1 175

CACM
Recomputing the PSVD 10 0.1 200

Folding-In 5 0.1 200
PSVD Updating 15 0.1 200

Percentage-Based Folding-Up 15 0.1 175
Adaptive Folding-Up 15 0.1 175

HARD-1
Recomputing the PSVD 45 0.1 475

Folding-In 20 0.1 425
PSVD Updating 20 0.1 325

Percentage-Based Folding-Up 35 0.1 350
Adaptive Folding-Up 20 0.1 325



ence in retrieval performance (to two decimal places).
EDLSI outperforms LSI, sometimes significantly, on the
remaining four collections in each of the five updating
methods, with MAP improvements ranging from 7.5 to
125 percent. The greatest MAP improvement was rela-
tive to folding-in, emphasizing the fact that although it
is by far the least computationally inexpensive updating
method, it is very reliable when EDLSI is used, but not
reliable for LSI.

5.2 Run-time Performance The experiments were
performed using Matlab 7.7.0.471 (R2008b) on a com-
puter with 8 Intel Xeon L5420 2.5 GHz processors and
32GB RAM running 64-bit RedHat Linux.

We recall from Section 2 that the PSVD updating
procedure uses the rank-k PSVD of Ã ∈ ℜ(k+p)×(k+p),
where p is the number of documents added to the cur-
rent term-document matrix. These PSVD components
Ũk, Σ̃k, and Ṽk of Ã can be computed in Matlab in two
ways. The first is to use the svd function, which com-
putes the full SVD; the relevant PSVD information is
then extracted from the full SVD. The second is to use
the svds function, which computes the rank-k PSVD
directly. The function svds is generally recommended
when the PSVD of a large, sparse matrix is desired for
small k. Beyond this heuristic, it is difficult to predict
which function is more efficient for a given matrix. The
results from either method to compute the PSVD of
Ã are identical in principle; the differences are only in
run-time and memory required.

We ran tests with both svds and svd and report
the minimum run times in Table 3. For the small
collections, we found that using svd was faster for
LSI. In this case k and p are comparable, so that k

is significant relative to k + p and k + p is not large.
Using svds is in general faster for EDLSI, where k is
small. For the large collections, where p is larger than
k, so that k is not significant relative to k + p and k + p

is large, in all but one case using svds was faster for
both LSI and EDLSI. Run times in Table 3 for which
svd was faster than svds are denoted with an asterisk.

We use speed-up as our run-time performance mea-
sure. Speed-up is computed by dividing the LSI run
time by the corresponding EDLSI run time. A value
greater than 1 indicates that the use of EDLSI led to
an improvement in run time. Optimal run times for
a given experiment were determined using the mini-
mum of the measured CPU times over multiple runs
on a dedicated machine. Small collections were run 10
times; larger collections were run 3 times. In all cases,
the timings measured showed good consistency within
a given experiment. Because folding-in is effectively in-
stantaneous on the small collections, the minimum CPU

time observed was often 0.00; thus we report < 0.01
for this circumstance. We see that the use of EDLSI
always reduced CPU time. The largest run-time im-
provements were obtained by using EDLSI with recom-
puting the PSVD, with a speed-up of as much as 610.
The speed-up for folding-in was measured to be as high
as 28.0. The speed-up for PSVD updating was as high
as 16.8. Speed-ups for folding-up were as high as 8.8
for percentage-based folding-up and 10.9 for adaptive
folding-up.

Significantly, EDLSI with folding-in achieved the
best run-time performance, and it ran very quickly
with almost no degradation in MAP compared with
recomputing the PSVD.

In all cases, EDLSI with folding-up uses fewer CPU
resources than traditional LSI (with recomputing) or
LSI with folding-up. In fact, using EDLSI with adaptive
folding-up instead of LSI with recomputing on the
HARD-1 collection reduced CPU time required from
61,555.32 seconds to 456.84 seconds, a 99.3% reduction.

It appears that most of the benefit comes from
the use of EDLSI (i.e., a reduction from 61,555.32
seconds to 937.55 seconds) because EDLSI requires only
k = 45 dimensions. However the use of EDLSI with
adaptive folding-up allows a further reduction to only
k = 20 dimensions, further reducing CPU time to 456.84
seconds.

5.3 Memory Considerations The RAM require-
ments with EDLSI are also significantly smaller than
for LSI. For example, EDLSI with updating or adap-
tive folding-up on HARD-2 at the optimal MAP level
of k = 20 requires approximately 9 MB of RAM for the
documents (30,000 documents × 20 dimensions × 16
bytes per double precision number) and approximately
34 MB for the terms. On the other hand, LSI for the
same methods at the MAP optimal level of k = 325
requires a total of approximately 705 MB for the docu-
ments and terms. Hence the use of EDLSI requires only
about 6% of the memory required by LSI.

5.4 Sensitivity of EDLSI to k and x Figures 1
and 2 show the retrieval performance of EDLSI and LSI
respectively when k is varied across a range of values
for HARD-1. The graphs show that EDLSI reaches its
optimal retrieval performance at a much smaller value of
k than LSI and that the retrieval performance does not
change dramatically once the optimal level is passed.
The retrieval performance of LSI, on the other hand,
continues to rise significantly until it reaches its optimal
level at k = 325, after which point it stabilizes. Noting
in particular the scale of each graph, we see that even at
the lowest k values, the retrieval performance of EDLSI



is quite stable and higher than LSI retrieval performance
with its optimal k.

The corresponding graph when x is varied near its
optimal value is shown in Figure 3. Once again we see
that the retrieval performance of EDLSI does not vary
significantly as x changes near the MAP optimal level
of x = 0.1.

Figure 1: Retrieval performance of EDLSI with adap-
tive folding-up with varying k (x = 0.1)
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Figure 2: Retrieval performance of LSI with adaptive
folding-up with varying k
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Figure 3: Retrieval performance of EDLSI with adap-
tive folding-up with varying x (k = 20)
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6 Conclusions

EDLSI and updating are two techniques that enhance
the performance of LSI. EDLSI is a convex combina-

tion of LSI and vector retrieval. It is generally able to
produce retrieval results that meet or exceed those of
traditional LSI with a semantic space of much smaller
dimension, hence leading to a substantial decrease in
computing resources required. EDLSI is also less sen-
sitive than LSI to the choice of the semantic space di-
mension k. Updating methods are able to handle large
collections efficiently by incrementally maintaining the
integrity of the semantic space as new content is added.

In this paper, we tested EDLSI on 6 different data
sets with a range of sizes and known performances with
LSI. We also used 5 different LSI updating procedures:
recomputing, folding-in, PSVD updating, percentage-
based folding-up, and adaptive folding-up.

We found that the optimal EDLSI MAP consis-
tently matched or improved upon LSI, even on data sets
that on which LSI was known to perform well. When a
collection is growing, e.g., as documents are added, the
use of EDLSI provides significant run-time and memory
improvements without loss of retrieval accuracy for all
5 updating methods tested.

The results from using EDLSI with folding-in were
particularly surprising and interesting. Only slightly
degraded retrieval accuracy was measured when EDLSI
with folding-in was used, and the run-time improve-
ments were substantial. However, the issue of automat-
ically detecting when folding-in provides reliable updat-
ing remains an open problem.
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Table 3: Retrieval and run-time comparisons for all collections.
Method Optimal Optimal Percent Optimal Optimal EDLSI

EDLSI LSI Improve- EDLSI LSI Speed
MAP MAP ment Run Time Run Time Up

MED
Recomputing the PSVD 0.43 0.42 2.3 27.15 93.30 3.44

Folding-In 0.40 0.30 33.3 < 0.01 0.08 > 8.00
PSVD Updating 0.42 0.43 −2.3 ∗0.51 ∗4.14 8.12

Percentage-Based Folding-Up 0.42 0.43 −2.3 ∗0.71 ∗2.60 3.66
Adaptive Folding-Up 0.42 0.43 −2.3 ∗0.68 ∗2.69 3.96

CISI
Recomputing the PSVD 0.10 0.09 11.1 6.38 26.74 4.19

Folding-In 0.09 0.09 0 < 0.01 0.01 > 1.00
PSVD Updating 0.10 0.09 11.1 ∗0.77 ∗1.31 1.70

Percentage-Based Folding-Up 0.10 0.09 11.1 1.34 ∗1.63 1.22
Adaptive Folding-Up 0.10 0.09 11.1 1.13 ∗1.60 1.42

CRAN
Recomputing the PSVD 0.12 0.11 9.1 1.19 386.84 325.08

Folding-In 0.12 0.09 33.3 0.01 0.07 7.00
PSVD Updating 0.12 0.11 9.1 ∗0.43 ∗7.22 16.79

Percentage-Based Folding-Up 0.12 0.11 9.1 0.76 ∗6.66 8.76
Adaptive Folding-Up 0.12 0.11 9.1 0.51 ∗5.58 10.94

CACM
Recomputing the PSVD 0.19 0.15 26.7 3.66 1,040.11 284.18

Folding-In 0.18 0.08 125.0 0.01 0.28 28.00
PSVD Updating 0.19 0.14 35.7 2.18 ∗22.89 10.50

Percentage-Based Folding-Up 0.19 0.13 46.2 2.73 ∗14.04 5.14
Adaptive Folding-Up 0.19 0.13 46.2 2.58 ∗12.45 4.83

HARD-1
Recomputing the PSVD 0.43 0.40 7.5 937.55 61,555.32 65.66

Folding-In 0.42 0.37 13.5 1.29 7.91 6.13
PSVD Updating 0.43 0.40 7.5 434.04 ∗837.43 1.93

Percentage-Based Folding-Up 0.43 0.40 7.5 691.63 1,314.26 1.90
Adaptive Folding-Up 0.43 0.40 7.5 456.84 1,204.04 2.64

HARD-2
Recomputing the PSVD 0.34 0.29 17.2 1,636.86 99,106.30 610.38

Folding-In 0.33 0.28 17.9 2.45 15.42 6.29
PSVD Updating 0.34 0.29 17.2 1,723.05 2,905.00 1.69

Percentage-Based Folding-Up 0.34 0.30 13.3 3,475.91 4,956.75 1.43
Adaptive Folding-Up 0.34 0.29 17.2 1,857.21 4,395.03 2.37


